nowSecure

ASSESS

Understand your security
strengths and weaknesses,
where you are at risk and
see the path forward.
nowSecure Assess is a thorough,
comprehensive review of your
security infrastructure that leaves
no stone unturned. This assessment,
led by our experienced cybersecurity
experts, helps you to determine
what compliance and security
controls are operating effectively.
Discover the weaknesses, vulnerabilities and
gaps in your security infrastructure and armed
with this information, formulate a robust strategy
to strengthen and improve your protection.

nowSecure Assess addresses security vulnerabilities in
three key dimensions: People, Process, and Technology.
PEOPLE

PROCCESS

TECHNOLOGY

People could well be the weakest
link in the security strategy.
nowSecure Assess helps you
discover and address gaps in
cyber security processes and
operational disciplines as well as
looking at your awareness and
training needs. Our aim is to drive
the correct behaviours, so your
people think about and operate
in a more secure manner.

IT business processes together
with documentation and
controls are key to maintaining
a secure data environment.
nowSecure Assess reviews
your processes and identifies
your security strengths
and weaknesses. We then
provide recommendations
for improvements to your
security posture.

Most organisations have multiple
layers of security technologies in
place to protect the business from
all the different types of attacks
experienced “in the real world”.
nowSecure Assess provides a
review of multiple technologies,
techniques and processes that
interact with each other to help
maintain an adaptive security
defence posture.
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Defence in depth with
nowSecure Assess.
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Identify and fix vulnerabilities
that can potentially be exploited
by attackers with non-disruptive
external vulnerability scan on
all externally accessible systems
protected by your firewalls.
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Monitor
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Receive a comprehensive
face to face assessment
with a cyber-security
expert, based on industry
best practice (NIST CSF).
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Protect and tighten systems
and application security with
vulnerability testing from the
inside of the network.
Protect remote workers with evaluation
of the layers of endpoint security,
general use of threat intelligence and
cloud-based protection technologies.
Quickly determine strengths as well
as opportunities for improvement
with easy-to-understand report in
red, amber and green format.
Your existing environment will be
scored from one-10 (one is bad and
10 is excellent) broken down by the
different layers of security in place.
Spring into action with a prioritised
list of improvement recommendations
based on our findings allowing you to
focus on the most impactful changes
you can implement to improve your
security posture.

hello@nowcomm.com

Try nowSecure Assess
for 30 days. Fully managed
trial. No obligation. ARROW-RIGHT
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